A dream in a cave, a thousand years in Mindu, "Dream of Mindu"
tunnel immersion show is a stunning debut
On the evening of August 5, the first public performance of the large-scale immersive live-action show "Seeking
Dreams of Mindu" was completed in Wushan, Fuzhou. This is the first tunnel immersive cultural tourism performance
based on Mindu culture, integrating performance art, light sculpture art and visual art, bringing the audience a new
experience of visual, audible, touchable and participatory viewing and performance "a dream in the cave, a thousand
years in Mindu ".

Dream Seeking Mindu" is the sixth production of the "Dream Seeking" series of Sunshine Media Group, which
"revitalizes" the historical stories of Fuzhou, brings the audience to experience the intangible cultural heritage of
Fuzhou and appreciate the family sentiment and pioneering spirit of Fuzhou people. Adhering to the consistent
purpose of the "Dream Seeking" series, "Dream Seeking Mindu" is a cultural tourism performance product custommade for Fuzhou, adding glory to this famous historical and cultural city.

Ms. Yang Lan, Chairman of YangGuang Media Group and Chief Planner of "Seeking Dreams of Mindu", attended the
ceremony. In her speech, Yang Lan mentioned that in 2021, as part of the 44th World Heritage Conference, Sunshine
Media Group created "Dreaming of the City" to show the world this "treasure city" of Fuzhou. Since the show was well
received by all parties, it was innovated and upgraded to become the current cultural and tourism resident show
"Seeking Dreams of Mindu". The long history and richness of Mindu culture has brought the creators rich materials
and inspiration. Through the immersive performing arts approach to more vividly show the world China style, Fuzhou
characteristics.

The performance of "Dream of Mindu" is divided into four chapters: "Between the Mountain and the Sea", "The Love
of the Square", "The Legend of the Sea Silk" and "The State of Bliss "The four chapters, with the spirit of the banyan
tree as the core and Wushan as the narrator, are designed with the main image of Jin'ao and Yin'ao throughout, and
the scenes depict a vivid ecological picture of Fuzhou's humanities. The first chapter, "Between the Mountain and the
Sea," focuses on an immersive multimedia light and shadow performance, with a fully immersive light and shadow
space and cinematic dialogue that transports the audience into an ancient fantasy world and unfolds a mythical story
of the origins of the capital of Fujian.

The chapter of "Love in the Square" uses 3Dmapping light and shadow technology to tell the story of Fuzhou's historical
and cultural celebrities' deep love and affection for their homeland. The "Legend of the Sea Silk" takes the form of a
musical dance and poem drama, interpreting the love story of a young man and a woman in the Shangxiahang area in

the context of the development of maritime trade in the Ming Dynasty, showing the jasmine tea culture of Fuzhou and
the spirit of expansion of the Min merchants' courageous struggle. The final chapter, "The State of Bliss", presents an
interactive performance of holographic and live action on the screen, showing the people of Fuzhou moving into the
future under the guidance of the spirit of the banyan tree.

The spatial pattern of Fuzhou's ancient city of "three hills, two towers and one street" preserves the heavy memory of
this city of landscape. Wushan, where this performance is held, has been a tourist attraction since the Tang Dynasty
and is known as the "Penglai Wonderland". The performance of "Dream of Mindu" in Wushan is a perfect match, and
it forms a tourism line with Sanfang Qi Xiang, which will help Fuzhou to build a beautiful tourism city for those who
are near and those who are far, and to promote the international brand of Mindu culture.

As China's economy develops and people's demand for a better life grows, cultural tourism has become a new way of
life for the general public. The "Dream Seeking" series of innovative stage choreography and resident performances
are born in response. Dream Seeking Mindu" fully explores the historical and cultural elements of Fuzhou,
harmoniously utilizes the natural and humanistic landscapes, enhances and enriches the regional cultural tourism
value, and provides tourists with an artistic feast with distinctive cultural characteristics.
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The company MUSE TECHNOLOGY operated the design and the company MINGZHIHUI installed the audio
and network system. It is a total of :
1* Ghost 2 at the heart of the network and 4* H1 + Auvitran AxC-DX8o card (AES/EBU outputs) to deliver
the audio signal to the One Systems amplifier.
104/STH, 106/STH, 108/STC, XFS, 121(SUBS) One Systems speakers
22* DNA20 One System amplifiers
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